Mitral leaflet geometry perturbations with papillary muscle displacement and annular dilatation: an in-vitro study of ischemic mitral regurgitation.
Perturbations of leaflet geometry are the final end point through which left ventricular (LV) ischemia causes incomplete mitral leaflet closure and resultant mitral regurgitation (MR). Geometric inconsistencies observed with valvular or subvalvular structural alterations raise several questions. A new in-vitro LV flexible bag model was developed in order to visualize and analyze leaflet geometric changes under simulated pathological ischemic MR conditions. Papillary muscle (PM) displacement and annular dilatation decreased leaflet coaptation length, leading to significant MR. Symmetrical PM displacement shifted the coaptation line towards the leaflet edges and created central gaps along this line. Asymmetric PM displacement generated diametrically uneven coaptation with a tent-shaped leaflet at the tethered PM side, while the leaflet bulged at the opposite side towards the left atrium. Leaflet geometry during systole is affected by subvalvular structures. Asymmetric PM displacement, which may occur in regional or acute myocardial infarction, induces irregular deformation of the leaflet's coaptation line and, as a result, MR at the tethered side. Direct visualization of leaflet perturbation under these simulated pathological conditions may promote understanding of mechanisms present in ischemic MR.